
LED THERAPY LAMP

USER MANUAL

AURA TL9

Please read this manual carefully before use and
keep it for future reference.
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INTRODUCTION
Congratulations on your purchase and welcome to Memorism!

To fully benefit from the support that Memorism offers please 
register your product at www.mymemorism.com/register.

IMPORTANT SAFE INSTRUCTIONS
Please read the instructions carefully before use to reduce the 
risk of damage to people and the product.

1. Close supervision is recommended when these lamps are 
    used by or near children, or others who may not understand 
    the need for these precautions.

2. Do not operate the lamp in close proximity to flammable or 
    combustible vapors, such as aerosol spray products, or where 
    oxygen is being administered. 

3. Certain medications(e.g. antidepressants) and diagnosed 
    mental health conditions may induce light sensitivity, which 
    may result in discomfort, hyperactivity, or hypomania. Consult 
    with your health care provider before using this product.

4. If you have a pre-existing eye condition or are at risk of 
    developing Age-related macular degeneration or other eye-
    related conditions, it is recommended that you consult with 
    your healthcare provider before using this product.

5. Some people experience light sensitivity to bright strong light 
    or upon an over-exposure to bright strong light. Discontinue 
    use immediately if you experience any discomfort.
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6. This product may cause interference with radios, cordless 
    telephones, or other devices that use a wireless remote control, 
    such as television sets. If any interference occurs, move the 
    product away from those devices and connect it to a different 
    power outlet, out of sight from the remote control receiver.

7. Do not shorten or cut the power cord.

8. Do not operate this device near water.

9. This product is intended for indoor use only.

10. Avoid placing this product in areas that are exposed to direct 
      sunlight or in close proximity to heat-radiating products.

11. Do not use this product if it has been damaged in any way. 
      In these cases, please contact our customer support.

12. Do not disassemble this product on your own.

13. Only use the power plug adaptor, cord, and connector 
      supplied with your therapy lamp. If not, damage to your 
      product or its power supply may occur.

14. Unplug this product during lightning storms or when it has 
      been in use for a long period of time. Avoid placing this 
      product in areas that are dusty.

15. This product can not be used with any kind of light dimmers, 
      timers, motion detectors, voltage transformers, or extension 
      cords.

16. Do not leave this product unattended during use.

17. Never cover this product or place anything on the top of it 
      when it is in operation.

18. Do not use solvents or cleaners containing any abrasive 
      materials, or ammonia-based cleaners on this product.
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19. When cleaning the lamp, make sure you have turned off 
      and unplugged the lamp. Allow sufficient time for the lamp 
      to cool.

20. After cleaning the lamp, all moisture should be properly 
      wiped away and dried completely before it is connected 
      to the power supply.

21. This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation 
      is subject to the following two conditions: (1) this device may 
      not cause harmful interference, and (2) this device must 
      accept any interference received, including interference 
      that may cause undesired operation.
* The therapy lamp is an innovative light supply system and is not a listed 
   medical device in the USA.

RECOMMENDED PROGRAM
Researchers at the National Institute of Health demonstrated 
that white light,in a range of 2,500 to 10,000 lux (a measurement 
of light intensity), helped to reverse the symptoms of Winter Blues.*

Light exposure affects people differently. We all have different 
reactions to our environment. It is important to establish a distance 
and schedule that is comfortable for you. We recommend you 
use the light regularly around the same time each day.
* Reference: NIH Publication No. 20-MH-8138



SPECIFICATION
Product Name: LED Therapy Lamp

Model: TL9

Input Supply: 20V 0.9A

Power: 16W

Color Temperature: 3000-6500K

Brightnessness: 5 Level/Stepless Adjust (2000-10000 lux)

Product Size: 9.45 x 9.45 x 1.97 inch

Product Weight: 1.46 lb

LIGHT SENSITIVITY TEST
To help determine if you have a sensitivity to strong light, we 
recommend that you perform this test before first use:

Step 1- Turn on the lamp and position it about 18 inches from 
              your face. *Do not look directly into the lamp.

Step 2- Turn on the lamp for approximately 10 minutes and turn 
             it off. 

Note:  
1. If the light has caused any discomfort, stop using it and consult 
    a doctor if needed.

2. If you have not experienced any discomfort, you may consider 
    gradually decreasing the distance from the lamp while also 
    increasing the use time. This will result in more light intensity 
    and a greater effect.

3. For your initial try, please notice your discomfort and 
    accordingly adjust its location, proximity, and the using time.
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HOW TO USE
1. Insert the adapter and connect the power supply.
Note: Do not  step on the power cord of this product over or 
place objects on top of it. Always place it behind this product.
2. Press the       switch on the side to turn on the lamp. The lamp 
    should be positioned 6 - 24 inches from your face and should 
    be slightly off-center of your seat.
3. Press the      /        switch lightly to select brightness from 
    2000 lux, 4000 lux, 6000 lux, 8000 lux, 10000 lux, or long press 
    the switch until achieving your desired light level from 2000 
    to 10000 lux. The brightness is 6000 lux by default.
4. Press the       switch lightly to change color temperature
    among 6500K, 4500K and 3000K. And press the switch to turn
    off the lamp.
5. Sit close to the therapy lamp with your eyes open. While 
    staying oriented toward the lamp, feel free to engage in other 
    activities such as reading, writing, or working at your computer 
    or desk.

Note: 
    Use the lamp on the high setting in the morning and on the 
    low setting in the afternoon.

    It is not necessary to sit in front of the lamp continuously. You 
    can divide the time into several mini-sessions. Continue to 
    use the light therapy lamp daily to feel an improvement in 
    your mood and activity level.

    When you are feeling sluggish and lethargic, spend more time 
    with the light, sit closer to it or  increase light intensity. If you feel 
    a sort of edginess, as though you have consumed too much 
    coffee, it may be time to turn off the unit or reduce the intensity 
    of the light.
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CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE
1. Always make sure you have turned off, unplugged the 
    product from the power supply and allowed sufficient time
    for the product to cool down.

2. Clean the product only with a soft dry cloth - do not use 
    solvents or cleaners containing abrasives or ammonia.

3. After cleaning this product, all moisture should be properly 
    wiped away and dried completely before it is connected to 
    the power supply.

LIMITED WARRANTY
Memorism warrants LED Therapy Light TL9 for 1 year from the 
date of purchase. For more information, please visit 
www.mymemorism.com/warranty.

What's covered?
Defects due to faulty materials and/or workmanship of the 
product.

What's not covered?
1. Damage caused by the owner when attempting to fix or 
    altering the product by himself or herself.

2. Damage caused by misuse, abuse, neglect, alterations or 
    unauthorized repair.

3. Natural depreciation.
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Warranty Period
Warranty becomes effective from the date of original purchase 
and will last for 1 year.

Who's covered?
This limited warranty is only effective for the original purchaser. 
It is non-transferable.

How to request warranty services?
To obtain the benefit of this warranty, please email 
support@mymemorism.com. 

Our customer service team will address your issue as soon as 
possible! 




